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  The web  
IS READY FOR 

   great  
graphic  

    design
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Hi, I'm 
Hidde.
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@hdv

GRAPHIC DESIGN 
and the WEB

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

“We're going to run a few workshops 
to collect feedback and to get your 
help with making the spec better 
and easier to understand ” 
— Fantasai

http://fantasai.inkedblade.net/style/events/grid-workshop



@hdv@hdvAmsterdam, 2016. Photo: Michiel Bijl
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It's a new era for design 
and lay-out on the web



@hdv

what is GREAT  
GRAPHIC DESIGN?

@hdv
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Modernism in  
graphic design

@hdv
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Die neue Typography 
Jan Tschichold, 1928

@hdv
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Modern times 
require function 

over form. 
 

Clarity, more  
than ‘beauty’.



@hdv@hdv

Asymmetric 
alignment is 

more effective

Source: Jan Tschichold, Die Neue Typographie.



@hdv@hdv

Design so that the 
eye is lead from one 

word (or group of 
words) to the next

Source: Jan Tschichold, Die Neue Typographie.



@hdv

If we think clearly and approach each task 
with a fresh and determined mind, a good 
solution will usually result. 
— Jan Tschichold 
In: The New Typography, 69.

“
@hdv
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Raster systeme für die visuele Gestaltung 
Josef Müller-Brockmann, 1981

@hdvPhoto JMB: MoMA
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functional
logical

more aesthetically pleasing

Why grids?



@hdv

The grid makes it easier to give the 
surface or space a rational organization. 
— Joseph Müller-Brockmann 
In: Grid systems 11.

“
@hdv
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“Grid fields”



@hdv@hdvJosef Müller Brockmann, Grid systems.



@hdv@hdv

Sizing grid 
areas with  

mathematical 
proportions

Poster: Josef Müller-Brockmann. Source: grafik.net

http://grafik.net


@hdv

Sizing grid 
areas with  

mathematical 
proportions

@hdvPoster: Josef Müller-Brockmann. Source: grafik.net

http://grafik.net


@hdvPhoto: Dezeen, https://vimeo.com/21969124.
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@hdvPosters: Wim Crouwel



@hdvPosters: Wim Crouwel



@hdvSpreads from Vrij Nederland
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Corporate identities /  
‘house styles’

@hdv
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Design systems 1.0

@hdv



@hdv@hdv“Finch logo” by Dirk Roosenburg



@hdv@hdvLogo by KLM Design Department



@hdv@hdvLogo analysis by David Ogilvy



@hdv@hdvRedesign by F. Henrion



@hdv@hdvVarious examples from the Total Design portofolio, source: https://totalidentity.nl/1974-1983
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Standardisation of paper 
sizes, colours, etc…

@hdv
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Grids aided (automated) 
processing of forms

@hdvBakker, Droom van Helderheid, 298.
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Modernist graphic  
design revolution

@hdv

grids neutral typefaces

mathematical  
proportions

function over form



@hdv

Not everybody  
was a fan

@hdv



@hdv@hdv



@hdv

Apparently Crouwel delivers some of his  
designs by phone. 
— Piet Schreuders  
    In: Piet Schreuders, Lay in, lay out.

“
@hdv
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Swiss typography looks so neat, tidy and 
sanitised that all the life has gone out of it. 
— Piet Zwart  
    In: Frederike Huygen, Modernism: In Print, 89.

“
@hdv
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Too much objectivity  
makes for boring layouts

@hdv
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Let's use the good 
things of modernism

@hdv
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CSS = rules for what 
websites look like

@hdv
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As a front-end dev, it is 
my job to abstract design 

into repeatable rules

@hdv
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Doing great graphic 
design in CSS

@hdv



@hdv@hdvhttps://markboulton.co.uk/journal/anewcanon
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Rounded corners

box-sizing: border-box

Hyphenation 
control

object-fitHSL colors

Blend Modes

@hdv

Variable fonts



@hdv

New layout modes: 
flexbox and grid

@hdv



@hdv

Equal heights

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

Style 
Leverage agile frameworks to provide a 
robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate stra-
tegy foster collaborative thinking further 
the overall value proposition. Organically 
grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment.

Style 
Leverage agile frameworks to provide a 
robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate stra-
tegy foster collaborative thinking further 
the overall value proposition. Organically 
grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment.

Style 
Leverage agile frameworks to provide a 
robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate stra-
tegy foster collaborative thinking further 
the overall value proposition. Organically 
grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment.



@hdv@hdv

Style 
Leverage agile frameworks to provide a 
robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate stra-
tegy foster collaborative thinking further 
the overall value proposition. Organically 
grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment.

A longer 
heading 
Leverage agile frameworks to provide a 
robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate stra-
tegy foster collaborative thinking further 
the overall value proposition. Organically 
grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment.

Style 
Organically grow the holistic world view 
of disruptive innovation via workplace 
diversity and empowerment. Leverage 
agile frameworks to provide a robust 
synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate stra-
tegy foster collaborative thinking further 
the overall value proposition. Organically 
grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment. Leverage agile 
frameworks to provide a robust synopsis 
for high level overviews. Iterative 
approaches to corporate stra-tegy foster 
collaborative thinking further the overall 
value proposition.



@hdv

Stretch as a default

@hdv

.container { 
  display: flex; 
   
  // not default 
  align-items: flex-start; 
} 



@hdv

Stretch as a default

@hdv

.container { 
  display: flex; 

  // the default 
  align-items: stretch; 
} 



@hdv

Whitespace and 
intentional placement

@hdv



@hdv

Pencil and paper is cheap and quick. It lets me 
iterate in my head how I want my tracks to behave, 
while helping me visualise the final effect. 
— Hui Jing Chen, “How I design with CSS Grid”  
    https://www.chenhuijing.com/blog/how-i-design-with-css-grid

“
@hdv



@hdv@hdvhttps://www.chenhuijing.com/blog/how-i-design-with-css-grid/

“



@hdv@hdv

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative thinking to further the 
overall value proposition. Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment. 
Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure proactive domination. At the 
end of the day, going forward, a new normal that has evolved from generation X is 
on the runway heading towards a streamlined cloud solution. User generated 
content in real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring. 
Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark value added activity to beta test. 
Override the digital divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information highway will close the loop on 
focusing solely on the bottom line. 
Podcasting operational change management inside of workflows to establish a 
framework. Taking seamless key performance indicators offline to maximise the 
long tail. Keeping your eye on the ball while performing a deep dive on the start-up 
mentality to derive convergence on cross-platform integration. 
Collaboratively administrate empowered markets via plug-and-play networks. 
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@hdv@hdv

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative thinking to further the 
overall value proposition. Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment. 

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure proactive domination. At the 
end of the day, going forward, a new normal that has evolved from generation X is on 
the runway heading towards a streamlined cloud solution. User generated content in 
real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring. 

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark value added activity to beta test. 
Override the digital divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information highway will close the loop on 
focusing solely on the bottom line. 

Podcasting operational change management inside of workflows to establish a 
framework. Taking seamless key performance indicators offline to maximise the long 
tail. Keeping your eye on the ball while performing a deep dive on the start-up 
mentality to derive convergence on cross-platform integration. 

Collaboratively administrate empowered markets via plug-and-play networks. 
Dynamically procrastinate B2C users after installed base benefits. Dramatically 
visualize customer directed convergence without revolutionary ROI. 

<div class="container"> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
</div>



@hdv@hdv

.container { 
  display: grid; 
  grid-template-columns: 
    repeat( 4, 1fr ); 
}



@hdv@hdv

Leverage agile 
frameworks to 
provide a robust 
synopsis for high 
level overviews. 
Iterative 
approaches to 
corporate 
strategy foster 
collaborative 
thinking to further 
the overall value 
proposition. 
Organically grow 
the holistic world 
view of disruptive 
innovation via 
workplace 
diversity and 
empowerment.

Bring to the table 
win-win survival 
strategies to 
ensure proactive 
domination. At 
the end of the 
day, going 
forward, a new 
normal that has 
evolved from 
generation X is 
on the runway 
heading towards 
a streamlined 
cloud solution. 
User generated 
content in real-
time will have 
multiple 
touchpoints for 
offshoring.

Capitalize on low 
hanging fruit to 
identify a ballpark 
value added 
activity to beta 
test. Override the 
digital divide with 
additional 
clickthroughs 
from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology 
immersion along 
the information 
highway will close 
the loop on 
focusing solely on 
the bottom line. 

Collaboratively 
administrate 
empowered 
markets via plug-
and-play 
networks. 
Dynamically 
procrastinate 
B2C users after 
installed base 
benefits. 
Dramatically 
visualize 
customer directed 
convergence 
without 
revolutionary 
ROI.

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bKGWpr



@hdv@hdv

Leverage agile 
frameworks to 
provide a robust 
synopsis for 
high level 
overviews. 
Iterative 
approaches to 
corporate 
strategy foster 
collaborative 
thinking to 
further the 
overall value 
proposition. 
Organically 
grow the holistic 
world view of 
disruptive 
innovation via 
workplace 
diversity and

Bring to the 
table win-win 
survival 
strategies to 
ensure 
proactive 
domination. At 
the end of the 
day, going 
forward, a new 
normal that has 
evolved from 
generation X is 
on the runway 
heading 
towards a 
streamlined 
cloud solution. 
User generated 
content in real-
time will have 
multiple

Capitalize on 
low hanging 
fruit to identify a 
ballpark value 
added activity 
to beta test. 
Override the 
digital divide 
with additional 
clickthroughs 
from DevOps. 
Nanotechnolog
y immersion 
along the 
information 
highway will 
close the loop 
on focusing 
solely on the 
bottom line.

Collaboratively 
administrate 
empowered 
markets via 
plug-and-play 
networks. 
Dynamically 
procrastinate 
B2C users after 
installed base 
benefits. 
Dramatically 
visualize 
customer 
directed 
convergence 
without 
revolutionary 
ROI.

<div class="container"> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
  <p>(…)</p> 
</div>

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bKGWpr



@hdv@hdv

<div class="container"> 
  <div class="content"> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
  </div> 
</div>

Leverage agile 
frameworks to 
provide a robust 
synopsis for high 
level overviews. 
Iterative 
approaches to 
corporate strategy 
foster collaborative 
thinking to further 
the overall value 
proposition. 
Organically grow 
the holistic world 
view of disruptive 
innovation via 
workplace diversity 
and empowerment. 

Bring to the table 

<div class="container"> 
  <div class="content"> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
    <p>(…)</p> 
  </div> 
</div>

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bKGWpr



@hdv@hdv

.content {  
  grid-column: 2 / 4; 
}

Leverage agile frameworks to 
provide a robust synopsis for high 
level overviews. Iterative 
approaches to corporate strategy 
foster collaborative thinking to 
further the overall value 
proposition. Organically grow the 
holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity 
and empowerment. 

Bring to the table win-win survival 
strategies to ensure proactive 
domination. At the end of the day, 
going forward, a new normal that 
has evolved from generation X is 
on the runway heading towards a 
streamlined cloud solution. User 
generated content in real-time will 
have multiple touchpoints for 

1                   2                    3                   4                     5

.content { 
 grid-column: 2 / 4; 
}

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bKGWpr



@hdv@hdv

Leverage agile frameworks to 
provide a robust synopsis for high 
level overviews. Iterative 
approaches to corporate strategy 
foster collaborative thinking to 
further the overall value 
proposition. Organically grow the 
holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity 
and empowerment. 

Bring to the table win-win survival 
strategies to ensure proactive 
domination. At the end of the day, 
going forward, a new normal that 
has evolved from generation X is 
on the runway heading towards a 
streamlined cloud solution. User 
generated content in real-time will 
have multiple touchpoints for 

1                   2                    3                   4                     5

.content {  
  grid-column: 2 / 4; 
}

.content { 
 grid-column: 3 / 5; 
}

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bKGWpr



@hdv@hdv

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust 
synopsis for high level overviews. Iterative approaches 
to corporate strategy foster collaborative thinking to 
further the overall value proposition. Organically grow 
the holistic world view of disruptive innovation via 
workplace diversity and empowerment. 

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure 
proactive domination. At the end of the day, going 
forward, a new normal that has evolved from 
generation X is on the runway heading towards a 
streamlined cloud solution. User generated content in 
real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring. 

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark 
value added activity to beta test. Override the digital 
divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information 
highway will close the loop on focusing solely on the 
bottom line. 

1                   2                    3                   4                     5

.content {  
  grid-column: 2 / 4; 
}

.content { 
 grid-column: 2 / 5; 
}

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bKGWpr
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In Grid Layout, leaving an 
area empty is as easy as 

filling it with content

@hdv



@hdv

CSS Grid Layout lets us make 
intentional choices about  

placement and whitespace

@hdv



@hdv

a webpage is viewed in stages, while scrolling. 
Which means that it doesn’t have one single 
composition. [So] it’s much harder to make the 
layout of a webpage look balanced, wherever you 
are on a page. 
— Vasilis van Gemert, “Layout is like a sculpture”  
    https://vasilis.nl/nerd/layout-on-screen-is-like-a-sculpture/

“
@hdv
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Mathematical 
proportions

@hdv



@hdv

Ratios in a whim: flexbox

@hdvhttps://codepen.io/hidde/pen/QxLeGK

.container { 
  display: flex; 
} 
  #item-1 { 
    flex: 2; 
  } 
  #item-2 { 
    flex: 1; 
  }

flex: 2 flex: 1



@hdv

Ratios in a whim: grid

@hdv

.container { 
  display: grid; 
  grid-template-columns: 
    1fr 3fr 2fr 1fr; 
}

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/ZRzgBX

1fr 3fr 2fr 1fr

.container { 
  display: grid; 
  grid-template-columns: 
    1fr 3fr 2fr 1fr; 
}
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Ratios in whitespace distribution

@hdv

DRAFT
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Proportionate to 
standardised paper sizes

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

A0

A1

A2

A3

A4
A5
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Proportionate to 
standardised paper sizes

@hdv

viewport



@hdv

Proportionate to 
standardised paper sizes

@hdv

viewportany



@hdv@hdv

Viewport units:  
vw, vh



@hdv@hdvhttps://codepen.io/hidde/pen/odyZeL

A grid with viewport units
.container { 
  display: grid; 
  grid-template-columns: 
    repeat( 8, 12.5vw ); 
  grid-template-rows: 
    repeat( 8, 12.5vw ); 
}



@hdv@hdv

A grid with viewport units
.tomato { 
  grid-column: 2 / 4; 
  grid-row: 2 / 4; 
  background: tomato; 
}

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/odyZeL



@hdv@hdv

A grid with viewport units
.gold { 
  grid-column: 4 / 8; 
  grid-row: 3 / 8; 
  background: gold; 
}

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/odyZeL



@hdv@hdv

A grid with viewport units

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/odyZeL



@hdv@hdv

A grid with viewport units

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/odyZeL
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Overlapping content

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

Photos in grids
.photo { 
  grid-column: 3 / 8; 
  grid-column: 1 / 4; 
}



@hdv@hdv

Photos in grids

Ximending,  
it's busy!  

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for 
high level overviews. Iterative approaches to corporate 
strategy foster collaborative thinking to further the overall 
value proposition. Organically grow the holistic world view of 
disruptive innovation via workplace diversity and 
empowerment.

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure 
proactive domination. At the end of the day, going forward, a 
new normal that has evolved from generation X is on the 
runway heading towards a streamlined cloud solution. User 
generated content in real-time will have multiple touchpoints 
for offshoring.

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark value 
added activity to beta test. Override the digital divide with 
additional clickthroughs from DevOps. Nanotechnology 
immersion along the information highway will close the loop 
on focusing solely on the bottom line.

.photo { 
  grid-column: 3 / 8; 
  grid-column: 1 / 4; 
} 

.content { 
  grid-column: 1 / 4; 
  grid-row: 3 / 8; 
}



@hdv@hdv

Overlap and z-index

Ximending,  
it's busy!  

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative thinking to further the 
overall value proposition. Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment.

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure proactive domination. At the 
end of the day, going forward, a new normal that has evolved from generation X is 
on the runway heading towards a streamlined cloud solution. User generated content 
in real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring.

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark value added activity to beta 
test. Override the digital divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information highway will close the loop on 
focusing solely on the bottom line.

.photo { 
 (…) 
  z-index: 1; 
}



@hdv@hdv

Overlap and z-index

Ximending,  
it's busy!  

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative thinking to further the 
overall value proposition. Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment.

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure proactive domination. At the 
end of the day, going forward, a new normal that has evolved from generation X is 
on the runway heading towards a streamlined cloud solution. User generated content 
in real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring.

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark value added activity to beta 
test. Override the digital divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information highway will close the loop on 
focusing solely on the bottom line.

.content { 
 (…) 
  z-index: 1; 
}
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Multi-column 
CSS Masking 

Floats with shapes 
Writing modes

@hdv
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Are we READY?

@hdv



@hdv

Will everything look the 
same in every browser?

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

terrible  
layout

beautiful  
grid layout



@hdv@hdv

terrible  
layout

beautiful  
grid layout

In Safari, Chrome, 
Edge, Firefox, 

Opera, Samsung 
Internet



@hdv@hdv

terrible  
layout

beautiful  
grid layout

In Safari, Chrome, 
Edge, Firefox, 

Opera, Samsung 
Internet

In browsers that 
don't support  
Grid Layout.



@hdv@hdv

terrible  
layout

beautiful  
grid layout

In Safari, Chrome, 
Edge, Firefox, 

Opera, Samsung 
Internet

In browsers that 
don't support  
Grid Layout.

simpler, but 
pretty ok 
fallback



@hdv

@supports, the cascade 
and overriding floats

@hdvhttps://www.smashingmagazine.com/2017/11/css-grid-supporting-browsers-without-grid/



@hdv@hdvhttps://twitter.com/stephenhay/status/1001547819969318912



@hdv

Experiment  
together!

@hdvhttps://fronteers.nl/congres/2014/jam-session/call-to-arms



@hdv

Show others reality and simple 
ways to deal with it

@hdv



@hdv

Web design is engineering: it’s not about finding 
perfection, it’s finding the best compromise. 
— Oliver Reichenstein 
In: Responsive typography: the basics (2012).

“
@hdvhttps://ia.net/topics/responsive-typography-the-basics



@hdv@hdv

terrible  
layout

beautiful  
grid layout

simpler, but 
pretty ok 
fallback



@hdv

The web is ready for  
great graphic design

@hdv



@hdv

Things that used to be 
hard to achieve are now 

built-in to browsers

@hdv



@hdv

Can web design inspire graphic design? How can 
we lead the way? 
— Vasilis van Gemert“

@hdv



@hdv

How to make the most 
out of THIS NEW ERA? 

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

flexible

accessible

interactive

standards-based



@hdv

The web is  
flexible by default

@hdv



@hdv

It is the nature of the web to be flexible, and it 
should be our role as designers and developers to 
embrace this flexibility (…) 
— John Allsopp 
In: A dao of web design.

“
@hdvhttp://alistapart.com/article/dao



Fixed canvases
Known content

Good colour options

@hdv



Good colour options

Fixed canvases
Known content

Flexible

Ever-changing

Different everywhere

@hdv



@hdv

By embracing flexibility, 
we can make our work 

more effective.

@hdv

(And let the browser do the maths for us)



@hdv

min-content / max-content

fr
minmax()

ch
@hdv



@hdv@hdv

A fifty characters column
.content { 
 display: grid; 
 grid-template-columns:  
   1fr 50ch 1fr; 
}

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust 
synopsis for high level overviews. Iterative 
approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative 
thinking to further the overall value proposition. 
Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment. 

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure 
proactive domination. At the end of the day, going 
forward, a new normal that has evolved from 
generation X is on the runway heading towards a 
streamlined cloud solution. User generated content in 
real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring. 

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark 
value added activity to beta test. Override the digital 
divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information 
highway will close the loop on focusing solely on the 
bottom line. 

Podcasting operational change management inside of 
workflows to establish a framework. Taking seamless 
key performance indicators offline to maximise the 
long tail. Keeping your eye on the ball while 
performing a deep dive on the start-up mentality to

1fr 1fr

50ch

https://www.w3.org/TR/css3-values/#font-relative-lengths



@hdv@hdv

A column with 45-70 characters
.content { 
 display: grid; 
 grid-template-columns:  
   1fr minmax(45ch, 70ch) 1fr; 
}

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust 
synopsis for high level overviews. Iterative 
approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative 
thinking to further the overall value proposition. 
Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive 
innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment. 

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure 
proactive domination. At the end of the day, going 
forward, a new normal that has evolved from 
generation X is on the runway heading towards a 
streamlined cloud solution. User generated content in 
real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring. 

Capitalize on low hanging fruit to identify a ballpark 
value added activity to beta test. Override the digital 
divide with additional clickthroughs from DevOps. 
Nanotechnology immersion along the information 
highway will close the loop on focusing solely on the 
bottom line. 

Podcasting operational change management inside of 
workflows to establish a framework. Taking seamless 
key performance indicators offline to maximise the 
long tail. Keeping your eye on the ball while 
performing a deep dive on the start-up mentality to

1fr 1fr

minmax( 45ch, 70ch )

https://codepen.io/hidde/pen/GGKVJb



@hdv

The web is  
accessible by default

@hdv@hdv



@hdv

It's mostly text.



@hdv

It's mostly text.

selectable copyable

enlargeable
screenreader- 

ready
Google Translate-able



@hdv

Text lets us have 
accessibility automatically



@hdv



@hdv



@hdvPhoto: Joanne Meister, https://ilovetypography.com/2013/01/12/a-firm-turn-toward-the-objective-josef-muller-brockmann-1948-1981/.



@hdvhttps://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bMBprB



@hdvhttps://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bMBprB



@hdvhttps://codepen.io/hidde/pen/bMBprB



@hdv

Grid cells can grow with the 
content that lives in them



@hdv

Text > images of text



@hdv

The web is interactive  
by default

@hdv



@hdv

Focus indicators:  
can I see where I am 

without using a mouse?

@hdv



@hdv

Hide and show: display on 
demand for less UI clutter

@hdv



@hdv

Do transitions make design 
more pleasurable?

@hdv



@hdv@hdvhttps://swissincss.com



@hdv

The web is built on 
web standards

@hdv



@hdv

Understanding the standards 
themselves pays off

@hdv



@hdv@hdv

web  
standards

frameworks 
that abstract 

them



@hdv@hdv

web  
standards

frameworks 
that abstract 

them



@hdv

Grid systems are overkill. I haven't used 
Suzy in 5 years and I recommend that 
you stop [using it, too]. 
— Miriam Suzanne, creator of Suzy 
In Don't use my grid system, presented at Beyond Tellerand (8 May 2018).

“
@hdvhttps://vimeo.com/268576559



@hdv

Bootstrap's default grid has 
204 classnames to do the 

maths for your layout

@hdvBased on unique classnames in Bootstrap 3.1.0 starting with `col-`

and many other layouts



@hdv@hdv

Choose vanilla!



@hdv@hdv

web  
standards

frameworks 
that abstract 

them



@hdv@hdvhttp://jensimmons.com/post/aug-15-2017/heres-super-quick-way-try-out-css-grid



@hdv@hdvhttp://flexboxfroggy.com / http://cssgridgarden.com

http://flexboxfroggy.com


@hdv@hdv

equal heights 
intentional whitespace 

mathematical proportions 
proportionate to viewports 

compositions with overlapping content



@hdv

flexible 
accessible 
interactive 

standards-based

@hdv



@hdv

It's a great time to  
do graphic design  
on the web! 



@hdv

Thanks!

@hdv 
hidde@hiddedevries.nl

https://hiddedevries.nl/en/blog  
https://noti.st/hdv

Many thanks to Vasilis van Gemert, Krijn Hoetmer, Jenny Shen and Peter van Grieken.

mailto:hidde@hiddedevries.nl
https://hiddedevries.nl/en

